
CROCHET PATTERN

Double Faced
Scarf

Design: Alessandra Poggiagliolmi | Hobbii Design
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MATERIALS
Kind Feather
1 skein of colour 23/Camel yarn A
1 skein of colour 18/Petrol Blue yarn B
1 skein of colour 28/Medium Gray yarn C
1 skein of colour 27/Light Gray yarn D
1 skein of colour 13/Cognac yarn E
1 skein of colour 29/Dark Gray yarn F
1 skein of colour 11/Pink yarn G
1 skein of colour 21/Light Green yarn H

Crochet hook 5 mm (US H/8)
Stitch markers
Yarn needle
Tape measure
Scissors
A book or a planner (short side: 15 cm,
thickness: 2,5cm)

YARN QUALITY
Kind Feather, Hobbii

100% Premium acrylic
100 g (3.5 oz) = 235 m (257 yds)

GAUGE
10 cm x 10 cm (4” x 4”) = 17 sts x 25 rows,
using a 5mm hook and sc sts in blo.

SIZE
One size

MEASUREMENTS
Width: 17 cm / 6.7”
Length: 183 cm / 72.05”

PATTERN INFORMATION
This design gives you the opportunity to play
with colours and simple stitches, which gives
you a very desirable piece of garment. You
create a double faced fabric that is a pleasure
to look at, almost magical!

HASHTAGS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
#hobbiidoublefaced
#hobbiidesign

BUY THE YARN HERE
https://shop.hobbii.com/double-faced-scarf

QUESTIONS
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please feel free to email us at
support@hobbii.com
Please make sure to include the pattern's name and number.

Happy Crafting!
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Pattern

ABBREVIATIONS
ch = chain
st (s) = stitch (es)
sl st (s) = slip stitch (es)
sc = single crochet
sc blo = single crochet in back loops only
yo = yarn over
F.O. = fasten off
RS = right side
WS = wrong side
prev = previous
rep = repeat/repetition

INFO AND TIPS
My most important tip is: choose the right colours, which are the first six given in the material
list (from yarn A to yarn F). You need to divide them into two groups: 3 colours (yarns A, C and E)
for the first group, which will be shown properly on WS of the scarf and 3 colours (yarns B, D
and F) for the second group, which, instead, will be shown properly on RS of the scarf!
Working in the back loops only and changing yarn colour every row allows you to create a
double faced fabric, well noticeable after working the first eighteen rows of the pattern.

To alternate the RS with the WS of the scarf, I’ve decided to add two extra colours, which are
yarns G (pink) and H (green). If you do not desire to alternate RS with WS and so you prefer to
keep going as for the first eighteen rows simply work just two rows (and not three as in the
given written pattern) of both pink and green. In this case, you will end your scarf with row 40
and not 42.

You can adapt the pattern to your own desire, working a foundation chain with less or more
stitches than mine and crocheting more or less rows.
The fringes are created at the beginning and at the end of each row. No fringes are made while
using yarns G and H, instead.
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PATTERN
Using a 5mm hook and yarn A, work 341 chains [foundation chain].
I put stitch markers every 10/20 chains to keep track of the number of sts!

Row 1 (RS): insert hook in 2nd chain from hook where you work your first sl st, 19sl st, 1sc in
next chain, 299sc, 20sl st, fasten off, turn. [300 sc, 40 sl st]
Row 2 (WS): join yarn B with a sl st on top of first sc, 21ch, insert hook in 2nd chain from hook
and sl st, 19sl st, 1sc blo in the same first st of joining, 299sc blo, 21ch, insert hook in 2nd chain
from hook and sl st, 19sl st, fasten off, turn. [300sc blo, 40 sl st]

Row 3 (RS): join yarn C and work as in Row 2.
Row 4 (WS): join yarn D and work as in Row 2.
Row 5 (RS): join yarn E and work as in Row 2.
Row 6 (WS): join yarn F and work as in Row 2.

Rows 7-18: as Rows 1-6, twice.

Row 19 (RS): join yarn G with a sl st on top of first sc and work 1sc blo in the same space, 299sc
blo, turn. [300 sc blo]
Row 20 (WS): 1ch, sc blo to the end of the row, turn.
Row 21 (RS): as Row 20, fasten off, turn.
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Rows 22-33: as Rows 1-6, twice

Rows 34-36: join yarn H and repeat Rows 19-21.
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Rows 37 (RS)-42 (WS): repeat Rows 1-6, fasten off.

Weave in ends.

TASSELS [make 4]
You need yarns G and H and a book (or a planner) to wrap yarn around its short side to obtain
four tassels, two pink and two green in my case.

1- Wrap yarn around the short side of the book 25 times, then cut the yarn.
2- Using the yarn needle, pass a length of yarn (same colour of tassel) under the top of the
loops, make a knot and then slide the loops off the book.
3- Make one more knot on the top of the previous one.
4- Cut another length of the same yarn to wrap 2cm down the top knots and around the loops,
so as to form the head of the tassel. Make a couple of knots to secure the bottom of the tassel
head.
5- Cut the bottom of the loops and trim them to desired length.
6- Knot the tassel to one free end of the scarf.

Repeat 3 more times.

If needed, steam both scarf and fringes/tassels.
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Enjoy!
Alessandra
homemade@myplace
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